
 Product description

We are a professional safe factory located in China and make various of home office safe,hotel
safe,commerical safe,gun safe,underground safe,key storage cabinet,safe deposit
box,fireproof/waterproof safe etc.Almost 100% of our safes are sold to more than twenty countries.We
have becoming one of the leading factories in this line in China.We already passed ISO9001,CE and
ROHS certificate to guarantee our quality.

Technical and description of the model:

Model:KC200-1
power coated for internal and external surface treatment.
keypad lock to manage the safe and with mechanical key for emergency.
Organized Storage:The safe can hold 200 Keys on numbered hooks and can comes with colored key tags if demands.
This safe is built with durable solid steel and 2 built-in pry-resistant steel deadbolts.
Pre-drilled holes and hardware allow the safe to anchor in practically any place.
There is a key deposit slot on the side of safe that allows users to deposit keys. And the slot can be lockable if demands.
safe externa size is W460*D200*H650(mm）
thickness is 2mm for body and 4mm for door









 Our team

As a professional manufacturer of secure password steel China, our main independent research and development products
are advanced fingerprint lock, combination lock, security lock, hotel door lock system, smart locker sauna cabinet, keypad
lock, lock e-Cabinets that are widely used in the hotel access control system, massage center, office building, apartment,
villa, etc.hotel safe box is the earliest series safe of our products.We are very professional for this line.We can supply you
high quality with best prices.Besides hotel room safes,we also make home safe,gun safe cabinets,commercial
safes,fireproof safe,deposit safe,hotel rfid lock,digital code lock,fingerprint locks.







 Certifications

We have already passed and executed ISO9001: 2000. In addition, our product has CE, SGS, ROHS and some Chinese
quality certificates, etc.

FAQ

1.Where is your port?
The port can be Ningbo or Shanghai

2.Can we buy a sample to test?
Yes you can .

3.Can we visit your factory?
Yes you are welcome.

4.What is your moq?
for this model is 50pcs. Different models are different most of them can be 1 piece

5.what is your leading time?
It is around 7-35 days as per different models and quantity.

6.can we mix up the models?
Yes you can

7.What is your warranty?
Two years.

8.can we put your logo on the products?
Yes you can.




